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AESTRACT

This report descri~s the initial rese. rch work on a prqram concerned with a

study of the propagation of brittle fractures in wide steal plates. The tests are be-

ing conducted to obtain information concerning the crack speed and the strain dis-

tribution in a mild steel plate during brittle crack propagation.

The development work involved consideration of (aJ two methds of crack ini-

tiation, (b) Instrumentation, (c) methods of specimen coding, and (d) specimen

qeomet~. The adopted specimen consists of a~ insert plate welded to pull plates

,nounted b the testing machine. The test prooedure consists of ceding the plate

wit h dry ice, loading- to the desired aver=ge stress level, and ~~itiating the fracture

by means of an impact that drives a wedge into a n~tch in the edge of the specimen.

Strain and speed measurements are recorded by means of cathode-ray oscilloscope

recording equipment.

After the development work had prweeded to the point where the test pr-eduns

was fairly reliable, a preliminary prqram of tests of 2-ft wide rimmad steel plate

specimens was undefiaken. The more, important observations resulting from these

tests may he summarized as follows: ( 1) crack speeds ranging from 1150 to 5900

ips wer. ~{?corded, (2) absolute peak elastic strains as high as O. 002500 in. per in.

were iecorded in the vicinity of the fracture with negligible permanent set remaining

~after the fracture; (3) as the distance between a vertically oriented strain gage and

the fracture pat h increased, the magnitude of the strain pulse decreased and t ha
.,

pulse time increased.
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PREI,Ih!I}~&Y S’HJDIES OF BRITTI& FRACTURE
H+CM’AGATIONIN STRUCTIIPAL STEEL— —.—. —

1. INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the most important and desirable mechanical propatii of structu~-al

steel, under normal loading conditions, is its abl.lity to undergo considerable de-

formation with large energy absorption &fore failua. Howe~’er, under ce~a~ cofi-

ditions of stress, tem~eratum, and geometw, it may fractue in a brittle manner;

this type of fracture is characterized by a small amm.mt of deformation and a cor-

re spending small amount of energy absorption. During the past half cmtury many

structural failures exhibiting britUe fractures have been reported in the literature.

The se failures have wcurred in a variety of structures, including ships, oil stor-

ag~ ki.iks, p?ess~ure veszeh, ZZ2 L-:dges. However, not until World War &-

when the failures of a large number of steel merohazt ships attracted public atten-

tion--aid the proolem of br.ttle ‘ acture of steel receive the serious attention it

&senred.

As a result of extermive resemrch since World War II, the probability of

hittle falhre in many applications tday can h minlmlzed by giving proper attrit-

ion to such variablea as type of material, geomuy, methti and sequenoe of fab

ricat ion, temperature, and stress level. Also, in selected applications. it is

now possible to effectively use crack arrestors, which may stop the propagation

of brittle fractures. In spite of these marked advances, a clear understanding of

the brittle fracture mechanism is still needed f(x the eventlal development of sat-

is factox ~ design pr=edures.

2. Object end Scope of Investigation

This rem descrilx= the initial phas=s cd a fundamental investigation of

brittle fracture mechanics. The object of the investigation, whkh began in JulY

.. —-— .. . ———— .--.——.— ----- -. -- --------
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1954, 1s to study the propagation of brittle fractures in ,wide steel plates. Even-

tually, it 1s hoped that as a result of these studies it wLll be possible to develop

hypotheses that can he used to verify and predict the behavior of steel when it

fractures in a kxittle manner.

ne first task of the prWram was to decide what should be measured and

in what ~ar itmight b accomplished. After a thorough study of the problem,

h was &cided that an investigation should be made of the crack speed and the

change !m strain &stribution in the plate w~e the fracture is propagating. Little

of the httfle fracture work reported previously has included the results of hlgh-

speed measurements made during the propwration of brittle fractures.

- kitid PbSe uf this Livestigaticm consisted of develop~nt ~~ and

was a j dnt effort with another related prmram concerned with the @valuation of

crack am stms (Ship Structure Committee Projed SR- 134). However, only that de-

velopme~ W* which relates directly to the objectives of the frecturs mechanics

prqram h de SCM in this re~.

Pcur items that required early consideration were (a) crack initiation, (b)

specirnaia cdfng, (c) ins-entation, and (d) specimen geometry. Two general

methods < crack initiation were investigated. One involved an axplosive de”dce

(t h= pow~r-detonator Mij end the other involved the notch-wedge-impact system,

a method similar to that developed by other investigators. Since at the beginning

of the prqam itwas decided that crushed @ ice could be us~d as the cooling

agent, the development w@k consist~d of devMng appropriate containers and im-

proving t~ efficiency of the cooling systems employed. The instrumentation

prob!ems incluikd th sei=tion and development of such things as pickups, wiring,

recording Lm&@?entat ion, data reduction, and required more effort than any other

phase in t!ta early stages of the prqram. Exoept for tlw powder-detonatm bolt

tests, wlrkh u:lMed relatively small-scale specimens, most of the d~velopment

work was per finned with flatplate specimens 3/4 tn. thick by 2-ft tide by 6-ft

1;>‘-.
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long (clear distance between puliheads). Far the most ?art, OnlY the significant

details of the development work are presented in this report. Ifi general, the

ftnal succegsf~,l arrangement ~ method is described. However, in some cases

it Was fdt desirable to descri~ ~~efly ~Ome of the unsuccessful items of devel-

aprr,ent in the h~Pe ~ that this ~ou~d & ~f aid to inve stlqators on related future

pr~rams.

After the develg~ment had ~r~eeded to the point where the test procedure

was fa~ly reliable, ~ prWram of tesca ~ ~.ft wide specimens was undertaken.

The purpose of this series of te9ts wa9 t~eefold: first, to obtain measurements

of the speed of crack propagation ~n~ ~ measwg of the strain pattern in the vicin-
.

i~ of the runn~g Crackl as ~11 ~9 at other selected Po~nts; second, to ch~k on

the cmsistenc y of these data by a series of dup!icate tests; and third, to develop

a procedure sat is factcuy for tesb’ -.-.s 6-ft wide plate specimens. Part III of this re-

P~ contains a description of the tests of the 2-ft wide specimens and the result-

ing data.

3. Brief Reference t= ~li shed Work

The first wide-plate tests canducted at the University of Il~inois involved

static tests of intem~ly notched steel plates Of various widths to determine the

relation between the ~havi~ of wide plates ~~d the mechanical properties Of the

material.(l)

The present UalvergitY Of Ill~ois program hlvolves tests of wide plates

that are instrumented to obta~ measurements of crack speed and strain response

ES the crack propagates. The fracture is initiated frGm edge notches by means

of a wedge with external impact. In addlt ion to the material presented here. re-

Po~s are avatlable on some of the ~her work accomplished as a pafi Of this pro_

grarn.(2’3)

The method of test~g used is s~milar to that
(5, 6)and Feely and asscciates in the United States.

used by Robertson in England,
(4)

Reports are also available

.
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on other experimental work that is related directly or indirectly to the work repated
tire ( 7--13)

a as is material presenting the theoretical aspects of the b .t~e fracture

( 12--’6) ‘The Vel~ity of Brittle Fracture, “ by Roberts and WeUs,mechanics problem.

a summary of brittle fracture speed measurements in steel as repdad in published

works, is of particul~ interest with respect to t k speed measurements undertaken

(13) This paper reports measurement 9 made by severalas a part of this investigation.

different methbds on VariOUS types ~d sizes of steel specimens and showed speeds

in the range of 3370 to 4600 fpa.

The above references comprise only a small part of the available literature

in the brittle fracture field. Other important work in this field majj ~ traced through

the extensive bibliqraphies contained in eech of the references cited.
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The powd=r-tietormtor bolt development work was done by Dr. W. G.

Godden, Lecturer, Queens University, Belfast, Ireland, while he was asso-

ciated with the Structural Laborato~ at the University of Illinois in 1954-55.

That portion of the report dealing with the program of tests of the Z-ft wide

plate specimens was drawn from a Master of Science dissertation submitted

to the Graduate College of the University of Illinois in 1956 by Mr. O. A.

FettahliWlu.( ‘7)

H. INITIAL DEVELOPMENT WORK

5. Fracture Init Iation ~tudie a

Two ge=~iai methods of fracture initiation, one employlng an explo-

sive and the other employing a notch, a wedge and external impact, were

investigated early in the program, Both methods involve a high rate of l-al

straining, commonly recqnized to be one of the factors that may contribute

to the initiation of brittle fracture in steel.

(a) Powder-Detonator ~

Development of the powder-detonator bait was undertaken because it

was believed possible to initiate a brittle fracture by exploding a charga wi:h -

in a sealed detonation chamber l~ateti at a stress raiser tn the speci,men.

The advantages of simplir it y, compactne SS, and utility at aay location on the

specimen made this meth XI of initiation particularly attractive. However, two

of the major pro~iams encountered iii the development of such a device were

(a) seallng the chamber against pressure leakage and (b) protecting the charge

from condensation of water, particularly at low temperatures.

The bdy of the device consisted of a high tensile bolt that was bored

to hold an explosive charge. The lmlt was designed to fit closely in a notched

hole in a specimen and was sealed at the ends o! th notched hole so that the

pressure from the blast would emit ord y radially from orifices in the bolt shank

“. ...—..-..— ..... .....-—----—--,--——------
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to produce a pressure impulse in the stiess raiser. Black powder was used as the

explosive medium because it reaches a ceiling pressure of about 20, 000 psi after

which burning ceases. It is estimated that the maximum pressure 1s obtained in

far to five milliseconds when the finest {FFFg) commercially available grain siza

of powder is used. The explosive was detonated electrically with a model airplane-

type glow plug packed with finely ground black powder dust. The priming mechanism

required a pressure valve between the main charge and the glow plug to prev@~it

blowcut of the glow plug.

The most serious problem encountered in the developm~n: of the detonator bolt

was sealing against pressure leakage at the bolt-plate junction. Recesses were ma-

c hined to receive solder-sealing gaskets which were held in place by the shoulder of

the bolt. This methai of seaitig was satisfacto~ provided there was no exes sive

yielding in the vicinity of the hole near the plate surfaoes.

After being assembled, the bolt was kept in a desiccator until it was required

for the test. A specimen with the powder-detonator bolt in place is shown in Fig. 1;

detaii. of the detonator kdt are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

In the test specimens, the detonator bolt was fltbsd into eithw a 5/>in. di-

ameter drflled hole with two diametrically opposite l/16-in. deep jeweler’s saw-cut

stress raisers transverse to the direct !an of applied stress, or a 5/8-in. diameter

punt hed hole. In the fanar case, the depth of the sawed notches was limited by

the gas-sezling arrangement. The punched hole was tried hcause of the known

suse eptibility of sheared edges to brittle fracture. Details of these sue ss raisers

are presented in Ptg. 4.

Because the detonator hh device failed to initiate even one tiacture in these

exploratory tests. the results are summarized only briefly im Table 1. The details

and dimensions of the specimens used tn connection with the detonator bolt tests are

shown in F@~. 5 and

wida specimens wre

6, with additional explanation presented in Table 1. The lZ-in.

welded to pull plat~s for testing. The rnaterial was a rimmed

i
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steel, (Steel E, Plates 16-1 and 17-A) having yield and maximum strength values of

ab~ut 31, 000 ~,~d 63, 000 psi respectively, and a Charpy V-notch 20 ft-lb value of

about 70 F. The check analyses and mechanical properties of the st=el are summa-

rized in Tables 2 and 3, and w Fig. 10.

As noted in Table 1, the detonator bolt was tried with each size of specimen

and with each type of stress raiser. At the time the detonator device was fired, the

static stress on the net section of the specimens was in the range of 30, 000 to

35, 800 psi, and the temperature was in the range of 5 to 20 F. There was no sign

of fracture initiation in any of the tests. Unburned powder in the bolt in many of

the tests indicated that the maximum pressure had been obtained. The detonation

generally produced extensive yield patterns in the viclnlty of the stress raisers;

the se yield patterns could & teen clearly on the polished surfaces. Measurements

of the enlargement of the diameters of the stress-raiser holes are noted tn Table 1

and amounted to as much as 0.015 in.

Test 8-DB (Table 1), a stattc tension test, was made to ascertain the ap-

proxhate fracture strength of the test pieces that had been used with the powder

detonator bolt. The fracture originated at the punched hole (Fig. 8) at an average

stresS of AZ, 700 psi. One static test (Test 9-DB, Fig. 7; of an eccentrically

loaded specimen, havtng a semicircular punched notch as a stress raiser, was

made to investigate any possible stress correlation with the previous tests. After

considerable yielding, the specimen fafled at an average net stress only slightly

higher (44, 900 psi) than that found in Test 8-DB noted above. The fractured

specimen is shown tn Fig. 9.

Several additional tests (6-DB and 7-DB) of the 12-tn. specimens were made

using the detonator bdt as a static pressuring device. with an average net stress

of 30, 000 psi and application of an additional hydraulic pressure c! 3%,9fX psi to the

tilt, the only visible results were an enlargement of the hole and extensive yield pat-

terns on the polished surface.

—,.— .-—.—
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JUthough the exact reason for the t’adure of the detonator bolt d[vice to

lnltiate any fractures is not pr~isely known, one possible reason is that the

amount and rate of Ioadlng, res dt!ng fromtk explosion, may not have &en

quite high efiough. As a result of the ~bc.ve tests, the detocstur bolt scheme

of lnitiatk.g fractures was drcyped fmm further consideration as a part of thts

pr~ram.

(B) Nom E--Wod~~-impact Methal ‘——

The second method of fr?cture &ttiation, hereafter called the natch-

wedge-impact met hod, has hen used M various forms for fractuns inttiatton

since the beginning of the prqram. To supply the external impact, a gaa-

operated piston thwice capable of providing up to 3, 000 ft-lb of external en-

ergy was developed. The details of this devke are presented tn Figs. 11

and 12. Bottled commercial nitrogan gas was used as the pressurizing medi-

um. The gas pressure and pist~ stroke could be altered to produce the de-

sired srmrgy o%’~ut. The piston, mechankally restrained durhg the pressur-

izing and manually released at the time of firing, drives a wedge into a pra-

pared saw-cut notch in the edge of the plate specimen. To absorb the reac-

tion of the piston device during acceleration of the piston, the device was

tted to a weight (appr~ately 120 lb) which he against the far side of the

specimen at the notch line. The term ■ notch lfnem refers to an imaqinary hori-

zontal line (when the p~.ate is held vertically in the testing machine) that cm-

nects note hes that had ben made previously on both edges of the plate.

The apparatus that suppcrted the impact device and reaction weight

was attached to the top pullhaad and thus was semi-isoleted from the” speci-

men. The apparatus w-as also tied back to the columns of the machine with

wires to minimise ths movement of the system wke n

A $~ of the Q=-!Y ih*elopnmnt teGts of

menri 1s presented in Table 4. (,The original test ‘ing

. . .. . . . . . . . .. ... . . . ._ .-.- .>,.. .

the firtng latch was tripped.

2-ft wide plane plate speci-

arrangement may & seen

.. ., . ...—. — ——. . —.— —
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in Figs. 14, 15, and 18. ) These specimens were used for the development and

evaluation of the notch-wedge-impact method of ti acture in!t iation, for the cool-

ing apparatus, the support apparatus for the gun and k=iti}ii, and for the trials

of the various types of recording instrurnentatio ~ and ass~lated pickups.

Specimen A-1 was cut from a 3/4-in. plate of A-285 Firebax-Grade C

steel. The test piece was 2-ft by 6-ft in plan dimension and was welded to the

pullheads of the 600, 000 lb screw-type testing machine. After this specimen

was tested, a central la-in. portion, which included the framure, was cut out;

the remaining end pieces, welded to the pullheads, were used for the pull plates

in futwe 2-ft wide tests. All subsequent 2-ft wide specimens consisted of 3/4-

by 24- by 18-i.n. plate inserts, welded to the pull plates, to give an over-all

plate specimen 2-ft by 6-ft in plan dimension. This small-scale specimen was

geometrically similar in plan dimensions to the 6-ft wide plate specimens used

for the later tests {6+ wide by 18-ft long); fn each case, the length was the

clear distance ktween edges of the pullheads. AU of the specimens were ori-

ented with the direction of rolling parallel to the long axis of the specimen and

perpendicular to the direction of crack initiation. The plate nunbrs of these

1 inserts are listed in Table 4 and, with the e=eption of Specimen A-1, the check

anal yses and mec h.~nical properties of the steels are pre sentQd in Tables 2 and

I
3, and Fig. 10.

Several notch and wedge details were used in the various tests. In

I
Specimen A-1, a tapered circular wedge was driven broadside into a tapered hole

near one edge of the plate (see Table 4, and Figs. 13(a) and 14). The broadside

i;
wedging scheme was abandoned kause of the torsional vibration whtch was

evidefii in the recorded data. Edge-on wedging was adopted beginning with Speci-

“1 men E-1. The detafls of the various types of notches and wedges are noted tn

Table 4 and Fig. 13.

1
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As a. re suit of the forego{ ng development work,

tion shown in Fig. 13(c) was adopted. This method of

the notch-wedge con figura-

lnitiation is an outgrowth of

a method used by Robertson in England
(4)

anti is similar in many respects to that

used Ey the Standard Cil Developmerit Company in their ~ests.
(5, 6)

A theoretical

impact of about 1200 ft-lb wa .Sestablished as buffici,:nt to insure fracture initia-

tion for the partic-dar ma~ermi and test conditions maw consideration.

Some of the details of the fractures resulting h ?m the tests summarized in

Table 4 are shown in Figs. 14--17. The :erm “ submerged crack, “ as used in

Table 4, denotes a relatively short, wedge-driven crack that propagates only a

few inches but does not cleave through the plate surface comp Letel)’. It is charac-

terized by a depression on the plate surfacg, w!!!ch noma!ly corresponds to a re-

duction in the plate 1s thickne SS of about 1 to 2 per cent. The internal surfaceJ of

the submerged cracks shown in Fig. 17 were revealed by cutting out the notch re-

gion after t%e test and pulling the pieces apart s%tically. ‘m this figure, thg 8

(Soiith) aid H {Ntiith) :att=rs in the speeimen designatlena refer to the original

plate orientation in the tg sting machine. The two submerged cracks for Specimen

E-3 are found in the top half Cf the p:a:a as intiatad in TaMe 4. The etierrt of

penetration of the LYiginal submerged crack is indicated by arrows in the figure.

In the case of Specimen F,- 11, a series cf reaidud strain measurements

was made along the notch line to study the effeot of welding the insert to the pull

plates. The weldlng produced tensile residual strains of 125 micro in. /in. in the

Longitudinal direction of the specimen at the notch ltne.

~ 6. Coolinqh msratus

Since the beginning of the pr~am, crushed dry ice has ken used as the

cooling medium. In the early tests, the dry ice was placed in wire bsekets,

which in turn were hsld in trays as indicated in Fig. 15; the specimen was then

wrapped with insulation material and cloth as shown in Fig, 18. Later, a much

more efficient wood and screen ~ was prepared to hold the dry toe. Thesa -es

are de scrihd in Section 9 of this re~.
.,

.,
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7, S9eed Detectnrs and Recordinq lnstrumentatlort—----- - —

In order t a obtain a measure of the crack speed, it appeared that the best

available method would consist of placing detectors (conducting strips or wires

mounted perpendicular to the expected crack path) on the surface of the specimen.

The breaking of the detectors would be monitored on a recording instrument to ob

tain a measure of the time required for the crack to propagate horn one detector

to the next. With a knowledge of the time of breaking and the distance IMween

the detectors, the crack speed could be computed. As conductors, lamp black,

fine powdered aluminum, pulverized charccd, graphite, brittle copper wire, ex-

truded bismuth wire and silver-printed cirouits were tried. Strssscoat, shellac,

DUCOcement, and several Corn-.merck! decrc~itic insulating a~bstances were

tried as insulation and gluing baseE. After considerable investigation, the two

most prwrdsing types of crack speed detectors were found to & ext.mded bismuth

wire (ranging fism 0.006 in. to 0.012 in. in diameter), glued to charred sulphide

paper with Guco cemer.t, and silver circuits, printed on sulphide paper and then

charred. Each of these detectors was glued to the surface of the specimen with

i)uco Cemant.

One of the Mggest questlona in connection with the use of such devtoes

was the consistency of the detectors, i.e., did all the detectors break at the

Sama Strati? &n attempt was made to obtain some rneasura of the consistency

of the detectus by gluing a numbr of them to steel beam sp~imans, which in

turn were plaoed in a rapid-loading device available in the laboratq. This

device is capable of attaining a maximum load of 20 kips in 2 to 3 milliseconds.

ChIe Of the beam specimens with detectors attached 1S shown rntwn?ed !n the

pulse loading machiris in Fig. 19. After examining the records from these tests,

itbscame apparent that slight eccentricities of loading, or unevenness of loed-

ing, couId cause quite a vari:’,ion in strain at the det~tor. Thus it was established

that this was not a fair measurs of the c cmsistenc y of the detectors. Also, the



,
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loadlng rate in these tests, on the order of 2 to 3 milliseconds, is consider ibly

slower than the loading , ate in the brittle fracture prwess.

Later in the pr~ram, Baldwin SR-4 Type A-9 stratn gages (single-wire,

6-M. gage length) were used for crack speed detactm. Although they are

somewhat more ductile than the other detectors, it was felt that the greater ease

of applicaUon and smaller variation of dimensions and properties of these strain

gages made their use more desirable.

Early in the pr~am, a comparison was made on Specimen A- 1 of the

strain response as recorded on an oscfllograph and an oscilloscope. In these

exploratory te Sts, it was obsewed that the osc Ulqraph did not have a frequency

response great enough to provide accurate sL”ain r=~ds; thereafter, oscilloscopes

were used emluslvely to record stratn. In the test of Specimen&11, the strains

were recmded on a DuMont dual-beam osc fflosoope and photographed with a

DuMont 35-mm strtp-film camera running at its fastest speed ( 10,800 i.n./rnin).

Even at this speed, however, the record was tw condensed fm satisf~t~ read-

ing. Thus it was decidad that future recording would require that the traces should

sweep the scope face (time-wise) and k phot~aphed cm still film. However,

the data from the test of Sp~imen E-11 were of considerable value in that the r~-

ord showed crack speeds ranging from 1600 to 2?00 fps, with speed lnnr.atiing in

marmfriwl- as t~ c~~k pr~s~d aG:CS$ the S~h811...._=.+ -----

The teat of Speoi nen E-10 resulted in a 3-!n. submerged crack as noted In

Table 4. In this instance, the partial fracture broke the triny~ vdre, erial-gi2ed

all of tbe cirouits, and provided a strafn record of uausual intarest. ns te:,t data

tnclicated that, l.n the lmmedlate vioinit y of the notch, sizes.bh =aina CFA”4 lM

-ted; at di~t-es rahitlveiy far from the crack, the strsdm were affected to a
;

minor extent by the wedging force. This was the first tiaflnite indication that the
~

note h-wedge- impact method of fracture initiation prdxed a much SMdkJr strain
k

response at some distance from the notch than would WCu.r as a result of a
F
!

& ,,>.,.-— — --—— —.. ._.—— .. . .- ... . -“———
., .
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propagating crw ‘t in a complete fracture test. Tlus same conclusion has ken

reached in connection with similar studies on 6-ft wide plates.
(3)

III. PWXIMINARY TEST SEJUES--TVWI-FOOT WIDE SPECIMENS

8. Spec linen Material and Frepara—. tkln

Lukens rimmed steel (Heat Me. 16445; Laboratory designation Zl& 1. e.,

SteEl 2, Plate IA) was used far all of the specimans of the prellmin~~ series of

tests. The check analysis of this steel is presente~ in Table 2, tensile-test

data in Table 3, and the Cherpy V-notch results in Fig. 10. The V-notch in the

Charpy specimen was oriented perpendlcuk to the plate surface, and the test

bar was aligned parallel to the dkecti~z of rolling. This material had a Charpy

V-notch 20 ft-ib value of about 70 F, whioh made it a desirable material for the

Particular type of teat used in this inves~.gation.

The ten ZIA series specimens ~3/4-in. thick by 24-in. wide by I&in.

deep inserts) were cut from a 6+ by 9+ plate as shown in Fig. 20. As may b

noted in this figure, the direction of rolling was in line with the vertical axis

of the specimen, i.e., always perpendicular to the notch line. AU sp%imens

were prepared with two notches, one on each edge of the specimen, to provide

a symmetrical specimen; the notch cietatls are described in Section 5(b) of this

report. The one--inch notch on each edge of the specimen re suited in a net sec-

tion 22 in. by 3/4 in.

9. Test ~~atus~.—

The tests of this investigation were performed in a 600, 000-lb screw-

type testing machine. A typical test setup with all apparatus in place is shown

In Fig. 21.

The brittle fracture was initiated at the notch by &iving a tapered cold-

chisel wedge {approximately 16 ● included angle,

1 lb) into the notch by me~ns of the gas-operated

5 l/2 in. long and w=ightng

piston device. The specimen

-.
,1

. .

[
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was cooled with crushed dry ice, held ti ccmtainers fitted against each side of the

specimen. A container is shown mounted in place on a specj Ten in Fig. 21 end is

shown separately m Fig. 22. The central portion of the box was recessed to keep

the dry ice from contacting the instrumentation in the vlcln.ity of the notch line.

T~i~ ~~emelY e fficl~nt ar~~g~~e~t c~~ed Ihe sp~i~ns from room temperature

to approximately O”F in about ona hour.

10. Ins*wumer4trNiog

(a) General

AU specimens of this series, with the exception of Test 1, were Instrumented

in e ssenthlly the same reamer and with e ssentlally the same equipment. The varia-

~1~ ~tween g~imena wc~ed h ~he SpWMC number of channels all~ated to

strain measurements and to crack speed measurements. The instrumentation and re-

cording equipment will k discussed in general terms; the reader 1s directed to the

actual records for the spectfic arrangarnents for a given test.

(b) Strain Gage a, speed j% tectors, ~agera ar@ ~hermocounles.

Baldwin SR-4 Type A-1 strain gages (13/16-in. gage length) were used for

Tests 1, 5, 6, 7 and 8, zmd BaJdwin SR-=4Type A-7 strain gages ( l/+~. 9a9e lenmh)

were used for Tests 9, 10 and 11. The active strain gages, as contrasted to those

used only for static monitoring purposes, are hereafter COMMOnlYrefemd to ~S dmm-

IC strain gages. These dynamic strain gages form a part of a circutt connected to en

oscilloscope during the fracture propagation. When this prelhninary series of tests

was started, t’hree types of sped detac=s wam Ming iiiilized: (1) single-- SR-4

Type A-9 strain gages (6 h. gage Ien@N. {2) s@le-~~e sflver-Pr~ted PaWr a~x$

(charred), end (3) small-diwnetmr extruded bismuth wire. WI of these, with suitable

insulatia and lead attachments), were camented to the specimen with a thin law

. of Dueo cement. As t!% tssting on the various Btuwes of the pr~am prqressed, it

bcame app-~nt that the Type A-9 strain gagas wwe the easiest to install and seemed

to provide results as consistent as the other types. F!winn@ with Test 9. them

!!-.~,,.“:
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Type A-9 strain gage detactors were used exclusively for speed detectors, while

sflver-printed detectors were used exclusively for triggering the instrumentation.

Typical examples of specimens with the various types of instrumentation are

shown in Figs. 23--25.

Some difficulty was experienced in obtatnlng reliable static strain read-

ings during cmling, until it was realized that an equal length of lead wire for

each gage must be placed in the cooled region. This app!id to compensating

gages as well as active strain gages. After the lead wire lengths were properly

adjusted, the discrepancy in strain readings between those taken at room tempera-

Lw-e and during cooling was almost negligible,

All of the instrumentation on the specimm was covered with a plastic

ctiati before c~ltig to minimiz~a the amount of condensation forming on the gages

and wiring and to prevent stray pieces of @ ice from grounding the gages, Copper-

con stantan thermmouples were used to measure temperature, and the temperature

readings were recorded automatically on a MicromU strip-chart recorder during the

cding pr=ass.

(c) Recording Equipment

At the t lme the se specimens were te steal, a maximum of five channels of

high-speed cathode-ray o~flloscope equipment was avaflable for recording. ThIS

equipment consisted of two dual-beam cathde-ray oscilloscoFss (DuMmt types

322 and 322a), modtiied to provide greater sensitivity, and one Tektronix type 512

osc i;,lo scope driven by a Tektronix Mdel 122 preamplifier, The recording instru-

mentation is shown tn Fig. 26.

All traces were recorded photographically as a fu.net ion of a common time

base supplied from the Tektronix oscilloscope. This same electronic sweep genera-

tor provided the desired bianking and intens tfying signals to minimize fc-gg’ing of

the record before and after the test pariod.

.. —— —

!i....,,.,.71.
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The four DuMont channels we~e optically combined and superimposed on

a single frame in the interests of maximum p hotcwraphic definition. The cameras

used were the DuMont 321, which served as a single frame camera for the four

DuMont channels, and a 35-mm Exwta V, used for the Tektronix unit. The record-

ing equipment is shown in blwk diagram form in Fig. 27.

The DuMont 322 sensitivity was sufficient to allow about 1-1/2 in. of

tiaC8 deflection for 1000 micro in. /lrI. strain; the 322a sensitivity was less than

this with 1000 micro in. /in. strain deflecting the trace about 1/2 tn. Whenever

possible, the 322a traces were used to record the highest magnitudes or signals

(de =Ciikd in Section l~d) other than straims. The frequency :esponse of both units

was flat within 5 per cant from zero to 100 kc and down not more than 50 per cent at

300 kc. Since the majority of records taken were of the order of two or more milli-

seconds sweep t irne, and the recorded signals dl d not appr~mate step functions,

the latter response was considered adequate.

The frequency response of the Tektron!x 512 unit operating off the Mmiel 122

preamplifier was essentie.lii limited by the characteristics of the prearnpllfler. This

amplffier has a bandwidth of O. 2 cps to 40, 000 cps. Care was taken to insure record-

ing of signals whose shapes could be passed withfn this band, and all records were

checked to make sum that recorded rise times did not clasely approach this upper

limit .

though

pulse,

ZM ~ensj,:ivity ~ the combination was more than adequate for the- te st$~ ~-

the lQW frequ6~~y cutoff did affect the calibration pr=edure.

(d) Lnput Circuit~

The signals fed to the rec=dfng equipment consisted of a sweep-triggering

strain signals and crack detectm signals. Ths se were used re speotively to

start the recording equipment, to provide a series of strain signals that were recorded

aa strain-time CIUWS, and to time the Ixeaking of the crack detectors. Kn the case of

the latter signal, the detectors opened an electrical chvult as thsy lxoke ad fed step

vol.agea to the reoWdl.ng channel. The amplitudes of the steps were in the ratios of

. ., ,,,
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1, 2, 4, 8 and 16. Thus each step of different magnitude could be identified with

the pa fiicular detector to which it was cmnected and allowed positive detern!ina-

tlon of the sequence of detector failures.

The sweep was triggered when a circuit was opened by the breaking of a

trigger detector. This r. moved a bias signal from a trigger~ng thyratron and a!!owed

it to start conducting. The step voltage, which resulted from the initiation of con-

duction, was fed into the standard circuits of the Tektronix 512. The thyratron was

not added until approximately midway through this series of tests. Its function was

to prevent multiple sweeps on the single recorded frame. The multiple sweeps ob-

scured the traces of interest and were triggered by such things as chatter of the ini-

tiat ing wedge and accidental grounding of the trigger rt ,mants. With the thyratron

tn the circuit, retnitlation cculd not wcur unttl the thyraton was reset manually.

The stratn gages were connected in the customary wheatstonn bridge circuit

with one act ive and three dummy gages. These gages were excited by direct current

and their outputs fed to the recording charnels. The common lead fur all the bridges

was grounded. ?yplcal input circuits to the recording instrumentation are shown in

Fig . 28.

(e) Calibration @ Measurement Praedures

Calibration of the stratn measuring charnels followed the customary prmedure

of shunting the gages with a resistance whose equivalent stratn value is known. Both

the active arm and the adjacent dummy gage were shunted sueces sively, giving a ten-

si~a and a ccmgre ss ion calibration. Only one calibration value was used inasmuch as

other tests indicated that the linearity of the recordtng system was adequate wtthin

the limit of resolution of the record. The crack detector calibration was obtained by

successively opening gwitches tn series with the various detectors and reccrdng the

trace steps. These calibration switches and circuits are indicated in Fig. 28.

}AJhen the DuMont type-321 camera was used, the film was moved slowly past

the lens as the various calibrating wi!cheg ware operated. This resulted ir a calibra-

.

.
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t~on record of the type shown in the lower port~on of Fig. 29, .%typical test record

taken ~ith the DuMont equipment also is shown in the upper portion of Fig. 29.

Because the Tektronix oscilloscope had a low frequency cutoff point and b-

cause the Exacta V camera did not permit operation aa a strip-film camera, a differ-

ent calibration taehrtique was used with tMs unit. A free-ruining sweep was applied

to the scope with tha camera shutter open. The calibration resistance was than

shunted across the desired gage. The re suit cd the above operation was that the trace

remained at “ zero” until the rasistor was connected and then stepped to a valua c-

re spondin~ to the amount of the calibrating signal, This step decayed exponentially,

and successive traces showed this exponential decay as a darkened area on tha nega-

tive. The actual calibration value is that distance between the zero line and the maxi-

mum displacement of the *~ace, Successive frames were used for tension and c~s-

sinn calibration, The lower and right portion of Ftg. 30 illustrates the step and hay

phenomenon for the Tektronix unit. The chopped decay actually appsars as a salid

band as can be seen from the photograph. A typtcal test record taken with the Tektr&lx

unit also is shown in the upper left portion of Fig. 30.

The time axis was calibrated by putting a time s! ‘.,al of known frequency cm ~

channels simultaneously and photographing one sweep imm ~ala~ely after the test was

completed.

AU horizontal defkctlon plates were connected In parallel and were driven irom

a common amplifier. However, individual construction of the various guns and deflec-

tions systems results A slight horizontal displacements between the traces and in

slight diiierencea of deflection sensitivity. For these reasons, it was necess~ to

calibrate all traces with a simultaneous signal. One phase of this operation that maY

be slightly questioned is the time lag between the actual test and the calibration of

the horizontal sweeps. There is a para!lel question, of course, in calih sting the ver-

tical system before the test periai. Howevw, the question of stability of gain magnitude

and trace deflection was studied and considered to be satisfactmy on the basis of the

i.

.
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consistency of trace lengths and lccation~ obtained from the various tests in a

ssries of {Avestigations.

(f) Data Reduction

The only featuras d d=ta reduction in this Lnveatigation that may not b

standurd were the methti of tying the various traces tcqether with respect to

timz and the significance of the time axis values.

h general, some arbi~~ petit was t~en ~orlg tha s~eaP length ~d

cellad “zero time.’ This may or may not come spand to the earliest point on the

recorded traces. ThG point was usually selected near the early portion of the

sweep at the first peak of the time-calibrating sine-wave. This was done to

provide a convenient reference potnt that would iM common to alJ traoes. Tlw

record was then reduced l.n the custo=ary mauter of reading strains against

time, or of noting the times at which the detectors failed. Individ~al traces

were read with individual calibrations on both the time and strain axes. The

re suit is a series of correlated measurements with an arbitrary zero time.

As a result of this pr=edure, a plot af the reduced data may show

values begtnntng at a negative r’.me. The earliest time noted for ar.y trace

(it may b before or after the aioit.rerily selected zero time) was some finite

but unknown amount of time after the breaklxig of the sweep triggering wire

(approximately 20 microseconds), and was a completely mknown amount of

tima after the ir~tiating wedge enters the plate. T“tis UmG %=s been tacitly

assumed small.

In plotting the data for this repti. zero time was taken as the earli-

e st recorded time for all traces for a particular test; thus, the zero times noted

are arbitrary and are not common to all tests, nor are they related to the time

at which the fractures initiate.

--,— ,.,. ,,- - -- ,.- -. ,. . .
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11, Test procedure \

The steps involved in performing a test ~re listed im order as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The specimen is pralo~ ied at room temperature and the static

strain val ws are recorded.

Dynamic reo=dhg lnstrumantation is connected and checked.

Dry ice is placed in the cooling conttiers and cmling begins.

Akut ten minutes lxfore actual test time (as e atimated from

the cooling rate), the calibration traces are recorded; the speci-

men is loaded and static strains are recorded.

Tha gas-operated piston device is pressurized, instrumentation

readied, and when the desired Wmperaturts is reached, the pis-

ton device is fired manually.

After the test, ths time calibrations are r=wded and all strain

gages are checked statically while cold, and again after the

8P{ ~imen has warmed to rwm temperature.

12. Re SIUI:Szmd Xntamre+tatkin af T&sta—— . ..—— -—

(a) ~ans~

A summary of this preliminary series of tests in presented in T8M0 5.

The final test made as a part of the initial development work is lis%d as Te~t 1

(SF ximen E- 18) in this table. It is included with this series of prelirslrmy

:~sts because an excellent record was obtdned. and Imcau&o it WASes =ntlallY

the basis for the ZIA series of tests re~ed here.

After completion of the development work, it seemed desirtble to run a

series of test u of 2-ft wide specimens. There were three main r@amm for this

series; first, to obtain additional measurements of the speed of crack propaga-

tion and of the strain pattern at sel=ted @nts; second, to check on the con-

sistence y of the data by running several duplfcace ta sts; and third, to funher the

development of various items in preparation for the testing of 6-ft wide plate

specimens.

. , ....- —--.-!... — ., —-. —— —.. —. —..... .——— ——. .— -... . . . . - “. —.,
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As indicated in Table 3, the tests of this particular phase of the prqram

were di’:ided into three groups. The first group (Tests 2--4) was run to investi-

gate the fracture characteristics of the part~cular steel stink. The results indi-

cated that brittle fractures couki be expected to propagate consistently at an

average net stress of 18, 000 Psi, a temperature of akut Cl‘F, and with an ex-

ternal impact of 1200 ft-lb for fracture initiation. These values of stress, im-

pact, and approximate temperature were used for all of the t@sts of the second

and third groups, t h~ instrumentation then being the only variable.

In general, all of the second group of specimens (Tests 5--8) were in-

strumented in an identical manner, and all of the third group of spe~imans

(Tests 9-- 11) were likewise instrumented in an identical manner. Exceptions

re s,dted when an add!ticzal channel of lr.stnmzntation

when certain gagas failed at the last moment.

The scaled record, Instrumentation layout, and

became available and

position .}f the fracture

for each of the instrumented specimens are presented in Figs. 32 through 39.

In these figures, the nomenclature should k self-explanatory, with perhaps

the exception of Y
c-g’

which is the v~~-tlcal distance from the crack to the

gage. All strain diagrams are plotted beginning at the initial M st-load strairi;

thus the stratns as shown may be considered to be absolute values. The test-

I’-d strain values were obtained for each pznticular gage during the static pre-

k?<ing at rotim temperature. The crack .;peeds computed from the detectors

are tabulated in Table 6.

Of the seven instrumented specimens, only four provtded completely

satisfactory reccrds. CQnsidertng the stsge of development of the work, testn,

and instrumentation, however, this situation was believed to be very encourag-

ing.

1-—._—.,,-.. .. ... . ,.. .
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an average net stress of 25, 000 psi, a

temperature of 13 F, and with an external impact of 1200 ft-lb for fracture

initiation_. A print of the actual test record is shown in Fig. 31, and the

scaled record, ir.strumentation layout, and position of fracture are pre senteci

in Fig. 32, Tha speed detectors indicated crack speeds of 2400 to 4ZO0 fps,

as noted in Table 6. The two vertically oriented strain gages (Fig. 32) showed

absolute peak strains of about 1750 and 2500 micro in./i.n. respectively, fol-

lowed by a rapid drop to absolute zero. No measurable permanent set in the

strains was evident.

(c) First Group (Tests 2, ~and 4~

The first tFme specimens of the ZIA series were te steal without any in-

strumentation. The purpose of the tests was to find a combination of stress,

temperature, and impact that would Lnsure the propagaticm of the brittle fracture

across the 2-ft wide plate. This group of tests was necessary since plates

from this particular heat of steel had net besn used previously.

It appeared desirable on the basis of previous work to maintain the l.m-

pact energy for crack initiation at 1200 ft-lb. The problem thus was reduced

to selecting the crttical combination of stress and temperature that would pro-

vide c ompleta fracture. The sequence of adjusting the stress 3X temperature

can be followed in Table 5.

After the complete fracture in Test 2 at an average net stress of 16,000

psi and a temperature of O-F, it was decided to alter only the stress on the

next test. Test 3, at a stress of 14, 000 psi, resulted in a 4 l/2-Li. submerged

crack. This tended to bracket the stress level for initiation and propagation

at O*F.

Test 4 was made to see if a crack would propagate at a higher tempera-

ture (2O F), but at the same stress as used in Test 2; the result was a l-in.

... . . . . . . . --- . ,.___ .... .. . ... . ... . -.,
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submerged crack. Mother test on the same lnse,h, but on the opposite notch and

at a higher stress, resulted in a 2-in. submerged crack. It appeared that complete

fracture at 20 I’ would require a higher stress or perhaps t.igher impact energy for

fracture initiation.

Thus it was concluded that a brittle fracture could be propagated consist-

ently across the ~late at an average stress of shout 18, 000 psi 0.1 Ltm rmt section,

at a temperature of about O● F, and with an extomd impact energy of 1200 ft-lb f=

fracture initiation.

(d) Second Group (Tests 5--8)

Tha four specimens of this second group were Lmtrumented with strain gages

and speed detectors, Since only four channels of instrumentation were available

for the first three specimens, two channels ware used for strain and two chanr,els

were used for detectors. One additional channel Imcame avaflable for TQst 8, and

this provided three c h :,nnels for strain measurements.

Dynamic strains were recorded for two vertically oriented strain gages mounted

at the mid-width of the plate, 1 1/2 and 6 in. above the note h iine. The reason for

,mount ing one dynamic strain gage above the other at the mid-width of the plate was

to investigate the change in strain pattern with increasing distance from the fracture

path. In Test 8, the additional channel of instrumentation was used for a vertically

oriented strain gage, lmeiteci1S in. from the striking edge and 1 1/2 in. above tiw

notch line.

Each specimen also had a numbsr of strain gages which were used to monitor

the static strain values at various l~ations on the plate, In general, after Test 5,

those gages that were used for dynamic strain readings had two companion gages, one

mounted along side the dynamic gagu and the other raounted on the opposite surface of

the specimen. As a part of the yreloading operation at room temperature, all strain

gages were read s?=tlcelly.

-----. _ . . -., -
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Erch sp=cimen of this group had five detnctors mounted on each side.

The detectors were mounted back-t-back, and all five deteotors on one s!de

were connected into one channel of the instrumentation. ‘~he speed detectors

for this group of tests were concentrated toward the smk.ing edge to cheek the

varlat ion in s$m~d as the fracture prqre ssed toward the center of the specimen.

G=arally, at le as~ one detector was placed beside a dynamic strain gage to

check the detector Ixeaking time with the response of the strain gage.

Although there were five speed detectors on each side of the specimen

mounted back-to-back, the detectors on each side were of different types.

Since the consistency of even the same type of detector mounted back-t-back

is questionable, the use of different typas on opposite sides of the plate makes

a cross--heck of the advancing crack front unreliable. Moreover, it is impos-

sible to state at what stage of crack development any one type of detector lxeaks.

In some of the earlier work, it was noted that tha pass!mg of a submerged crack

under a detector caused the detact~ to break. Such )mhavior tended to verify

that the speed detectors are relatively sensitive to the passage of the crack, and

that the speed values obtained from the detwtms were fairly representative af

the averaga crack speed. This belief is funher brne out by the fact that ~ the

third group of tests, Section 12(e), the speeds determined from the times of peak-

ing of the strain traces as the crack approached and passed the geqss approxintat~

ly checked the speeds computed from the detect=s.

The record shown in Fig. 33 for Test 5 IS incomplete because of an ino~

rect choim of sweep time. Since the om+millisemnd sweep time used for Test 1

resulted in a complete record, this sa,rse total sweep time was chosen for Test 5.

How-aver, for those specimens in whtch the fracture was initiated horn a sa=ut

notch in the region of a sheared edge (Test 5 and Test 7), there was a time delay

in the initiation. A study of the data for these two t%ats indicates that the time

required to propagate the first 1 3/4 in. kyond the first trigger is akut 600 to
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700

150

microseconds. This is

micrs z22 ends for those

to be compared with a corre spending value of about

spec i.mens in which the crack started from a note h

in interior plate material. The difference in fracture texture come spending to the

two types of initiation regions is discussed in Section 13.

The strain oscillations shown in Fig. 33 are not easfly explained, unless

they are the result of the initial propagatlen resistance mentioned in the preced-

ing paragraph. However, this same type of initial strain behavior was not ap-

parent in the record of Test 7 (Fig. 35), which experienced a delay of the same

magnitude as Test 5.

In Figs. 34--36, it wffl be obsewed that the sharp, high strain peaks W-

cur f- those gages nea-est the fracture path. However, the vertically oriented

strain gages mounted 6 in. above the notch line show strain vaiues tl~t increase

from time zero, as contrasted te the gages mounted clcaer to the crack that show

essential y a steady or decreasing value of strain hfore the fracture approaches.

The upper gages (those at the greater distanca from the notch line) peak out at a

smaller strain value but at an earlier time. Th.W *havior was not entirely unex-

pected since the upxr gage, by virtue of its position, can perceive the strain re-

sponse sooner than the gage nearly in line wtth the fracture. The strain decay ia

most rapid fm those gages near the fracture path. and a marked time-attenuation

in gage resprmse is r,~!zd for those gages 6 in. from the fracture path. ThE strains

generally return to the absolutt zero values after fracture. The variation in leveling-

off s+~zin ,may be caused in psi% by rel~tion of residual strains, inelastic SL-a:n

re suiting from fracture, and stretching of the lead wires after fract-~e. The cyclic

osciilathms of the strains upon returning to absolute zero have been noted to check

approximately wit h the natural frequent y of the fractured half-specimen.

In Test 6--8, it will k

strain gages broke at abut the

the strain traces peaked.

observed that the detectors alongside the dynamic

same time, or slightly later than, the time at which

.,> I.—-.,. —,.,,,. ___
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(e) TMrdGr~( Tests9--ll)—-

In the third group of tests, att~ntlon was concentrated on the strain pat-

tern M the victrdty M the fracture. The Instrumentation for the third group was

much the same aa that for the second group, e~ept for the changes noted blow.

Beginning with Test 9, SR-4 Type A-7 strain gages were used. The speed detec-

tors were single wire SR-4 Type A-9 strati gages ● Only one set of de?gctors

was distributed more or less uniformly across the width of one side of the speci-

men. Ibis resulted tn one channel of speed deteotors and four channels of strain.

One of the latter strain channels was connected to a strain gage, which was ori-

ented horizontally and situated adjacent to a longitudinal gage M the mid-width cf

the plate. Photographic trouble resulted in the 10SS of all of ths records fm Test 9,

with the e~eption of one vertically oriefited swat-n gage. MSO, the data ~y~d

0.59 milliseconds in T@st 11 (Fig. 39) is questlonakde because of severe overlapptig
J

of the traces.

The stresz-strain diagrama for the static preloeding operation for Test 10

(bef=e coding) are presented in Fig. 40, end a similar diagram for the static read-

ings during the cmling prmess 1s presented in Fig. 41. The position of the static

strain gages is shown in Fig. 38. fn general, the “&fore cd~g” and “w~e CWl-

ing= values show reasonably close agreement. The dlffere~e ~ s~a~~ maY ~ due

in part to the smell dlffsmences MIthe length of the lead wires, as noted in Section

10{b). Too, residual &trains relieved by the lmding prme ss may have caused part

of th8 discrepancies.

Slnoe all of tki vefiically oriented dynamic strain gages are near the crack

pdtk, tms rec~ds show relatively sharp strain peaks. In thase ptitcular tests,

vertically oriented strain gages at an essentially constant distance from the crack

path exhibit strain peaks that inorease in magnitude as the dlstazice between the

gage position and the stting edge hcomeis greater. Generally, it 1s notgd that

as the distanoo htw~en the strain gage and fracture path increases (fu a=mple,
1
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compare Tests 10 and 11), the strain peak amplitude decreases, and the pIJlse

time increas~s.

The horizontal strain gage mounted adjacent to the vertical strain gage

at the mid-width of the plate (Fig. 38] shows a somewh=t diff~rent behavior.

As the crack approached the gage lwation, the horizontal strain reac!wd a maxl-

mitm.... .... ‘ := a sudden ri’inimum at the ~a~i~ time the venical gage reachedprcc. cwdzd

its maximum, continued to attain another maximum, and then exhibited cyclic

oscillations.

In Tests 9 through 11, a detector was placed near each of the vefi!cdly

oriented dynamic strain gages to check the detector’s breaking time with the

strain response. In general, the detectors broke after the peaking of the cor-

responding strain gage; this is logical beceuse not only were the detectors on

the far side of the strain gage, but theoretical considerations indicate that the

str.!Ln gage should peak before the fracture reaches the gage Location. Further

evidence of this agreement 1s observed in Test 11, where the fracture path 1s

farther away from the gage lmations, and the time differences are greater.

In general, there does not appear to be any correlation between perma-

nent set in the strain readings and distance of the gage from the fracture sur-

face. For example, in this series of tests, the strain residuals ranged from

200 to -100 micro tn./in.

A typical temperature-time relationship for Test 9 is shown in Fig. 42.

The uniformity of the cooling is apparent from the temperature values reco~dad

in this figure. The bottom portion of the cume has been expanded in Fig. 43

to show the slight temperature rise that was observed immediately efter frac-

ture. This rise in temperature can vew likely be attributed to the energy re-

leased during iracture. The fact that the cuxve starts to drop again merely in-

dicates that the cooling tanks against the specimen were still cooling immed~-

ately after the te s-t. However. therm= ouple No. 4, which was 6 in. from the

fracture, also showed the same increase in temperature which suggests that

{. ~ . . .. .
]
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the change may have been caused by some other factor,
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A comparison of the various records in each of the groups reported here
.

shows that, in ge~eral, consistent records are obtained for similar test condi-

tions and instrumentation locations. This statement is particularly true for the

strain traces, if the position of the gage with reference to the fracture is taken

intc considerate ion. For the ftist few iests, the crack speeds (Table 6) exhibited .

a tendency to increase with crack length; in the later tests, tlw c:~ck sgeeds ax-

hibited a tendency to reach a plateau after the first 6 to 12 in. of crack travel.

The variations in crack speed may be due in part to differences In breaking proper-

ties of the detectors as noted in Sections 7 and 10(b), and as later studies indk

c ate, a discontinuouss surface fracture may account for some of the detector and

strain gage anomalies that have been noted.
(3)

13. Crack Path and Texture of Fracture $urfaces—— — —-

Ph.mgraphs of the Xate fractures are presented in Figs. 44 through 52.

tn these figures, a string is stretciwd between the notches to help outline the

Fath of the fracture with respeot to the nc4ch line. ?{c prefsre.nce for the crack

to go above or below the notch-line was noted. The secondary cracks that often

started from the notch cut at the far edge can be clearly observed b the photo-

graphs. Generally, the secondary c~ack joined the main fracture and resulted in

a detached piece of plate material. It is Mieved that the sei secondary cracks

may k the result of the l~alizad high tension and other factors that recurred.

toward the end of the te et. Various views of the detaohed pieces resulting from

the secondary craoking are shown in Fig. 53.

The texture of the fractures may k noted in Figs. 44 through 52. The

shef~ lip asswiated with all of these fractures was very small and almost im-

pe~csptible. In a careful examination of the fractures, it was noted that portions

of the surfaoe sxhlbited a coarse texture while other portions were fim. Itwas

thought that there E@M km a correlation of this taxturg @.?h the crack ~paad.

However, after fwher study, it was found that, in general, no correlation of the

!
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texture with the speed was evident. In Tests Z, 5 and 7, in which the fracture

was initiated from a notch in the region of a sheared edge, the first several

inches of the fracture surface had a coarse appea~ance. This may be wen in

Figs. 45, 46 and 48. ArI enlarged view of this tough region is shown in Fig. 54.

tqrether with a view cf :he initiation region near a flame-cut edge; !n the case

where the adge was flame cut, none of the fractures exhibiteci the tough appear-

ance. This interesting obsemation may perhaps be visualized ,nore easily by

referring to Fig. 20, which shows the layout of the specimens on . “w original

plate. This behavior was not exhibited by Specimens ZlA8 and ZIAIO because

their starting edges Wei= lccated about 1/2 in. in from the sheared edg= ef tha

originai pi ate (about 1/2 in. of the original sheared edge was burned off).

IV. SUMMARY

b Al
—. The object of this prwram is to study the propagatiGfi of brittle fractures

in wida steel plates. ~This report describes the early development work on the

program tund thS- d sequent preliminmy series of ta sts of 2-ft wide plate s~i-
/’

mens. ~

Xiiitially, two methods of fracture initiation were investigated, the powier

detonator bolt, which involved the use of en explosive, and the ndch-wedge-

impact method. Although attractive for several reasons, the detonator blt methcxl

failed to initiate any fractures and thus wets dropped from further consideration.

As a re suit, the notch-wedge-impact methd of fractura initiation has been used

for all piate ksls ii~ this program to date. Other development work included speci-

men cooling, insbwnentatim, and details of specimen geometry.

When the development work had prqressed to a sat i~fact o~ stage, a series

of tests of 2-% wide 5p=iAw4s was rtIAu. Thuse tests invoived the suriace measure-

ment G: =yack speed and strain pattern while the fracture was propagating. Their

—-—..— . .. . ... .. ..- ..-). —— .- —-- ---
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results x.~y k summarized as follows:

Crack speeds ranging from

-30-

1150 to 5900 fps were recorded.

Absolute peak elastic strains ati high as 25C0 micro hI./in.

(O. 0025 in. /in. ) have been recorded in the vicinity of the

fracture.

FW vwtically oriented dynamic strain gages, as the distance

from the fracture to the gage fncreases, the magnitude of the

peak strain decreases, and the pulse time Licreases.

No correlation of crack speed with texture was noted.

A si=ble delay ir, the time necessary to start full propa9a-

cracks initiated in the vicinity of a sheered

: A comparison of the records from each group of tests tndicates that,

within reason, consistent data were obtained at similar gage lmattons under

commirable t~st conditions.
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T~~ I su M~&y OF p~icip~ TE~S ~VOL’flNG T~u PC)’JJDERDETOJIATORBOLT
Purpose of TestTernP. —

Results

~es”: No. Machine Average SUess

Load Gn Nf3tSection (F)

(kip s} (ksi)

~he following nine tc.sts ~ere ~“ndu~ted on E Steel ~p~cim~?ns from plates 16-1 or
Tne dlme~slons of the following three specimens were

~/4- x 2 i,/2-

I7-AO

x 24-in. (see Figs.

I end 5]. Strass raise:s fcr the first test consisted of a 5/8 P..
drilled hole with two s,/16 in.

-cuts normal to the specin~cn atis [see W. 4).iorig jeweler’s saw
44,0 33.5 12

1-DE
To tiatertine the cf-

High!y developed slip

feet of the explosive line ptittem in vicinl-

Ioad under the stat-
ty of hole but no indi-

ed test conditions.
cation of fra~ture.

Stress raisers for the following two test; consist of a 5/8-in. diameter punched hole .

3-IX 50.5

30.0

35.8

5 Same as test I-DB

20 Same as test 1-DB,
exapt at higher
Stress .

No Cviden@ of slip
lines, enlargentent of

1

hole, or fracture. Un-
W
y

burned powdt:r showed
that pressure reached
cei Un9 value ●

No evidence of slip
lines or fra~ure - ‘L-
ameter Gf hole enlarg-
ed 0,005 in, indirec-
tion of specimen ads.

Stress raisers for the

In tests 4 through 8, the specimens are 12 in. wide (see Fig.
6). -

fo!towing group of tests are one 5/8
-lrI. drilled hole with jeweler’s saw-cuts and one 5/8-in.

diameter gtinched hole.
In test 4-DB, the insert plate was 12 in. long.

The succeeding three

tests (5-D13, 6-DB and 7
-X)3) wem ali made on th~ same insert specimen (9 In. in length).

-,, ,<,_.., ,, ..... . ...- ..--:..,--- ,. ,--
. . --- ,-—.--,-–->,: _. —..------., -- - --—-‘L-.._
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T+W3LEI (Gontinueri~

T!2St No. MtichhAe Average Stress ‘remp PurPose of Test Results —
Load on Net Section (F)

(kips] (ksi]
—— —

4-DB 242.0 30.0 10

5-DB 242.0 30.0 10 To check the yield
pattwn from static
axial tension cmIy
in a 12-in. wide
specimen. De Sona-

No fracture. HOavy
ylold patterns, AvQr-
aqo diamater eril:rge-
mefit of 0.007 in. for
Wnchad hole and
0,015 in. for driiied
hole .

Very small yield pat-
tern caused by axial
tension aIo;le.

. .. . I

,

tor Bolt wair not
fired.

+“
In the next two teats the bolt was used with a hydraullc pump GEa static pre~w!rizing device.

6-Ix3 242.0 30.0 60

7-IX 300.0 37.2 60

%m 344.9 42.7 -2
(at failure) (at failure)

..,. .-., *. ..,, ,-.,,.,”.J m., , .“- .*, ,-_, - —

,., ,

,..

To d~termi]la the Gf-
fect of hydraulic pr.es-
surizin.g cf a drilled
stress raiser.

To attempt to initiate
a hrittk fraciurc by
hydraulic pressurizing
at a higher stress
than used in Test 6-U3.

To detcwmin~ nominal
breaking stress of a
specimen subjected to
only static load. De-
tonator Mt W.3Snot
UIWM.

,

Bolt seals lxoke at a
hydraulic pro:sure of
33,000 psi,

NO evidence of fracture.
Bolt s,?ais broke at a hy-
drhulic pressure of
22, 000 psi.

Comploto brittle fracture
initiated in punched hGle
after considerable yield-
ing (see Fig. B).

—...., ,,.. . ... ----- . . . . ..—
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TABLE 1 (Continued]

Test No. Machtce Average Stress Temp. Purpose of Test ‘Results

Load on Net Section (F)
{I@s] {kai)

The following specimen was 9 in. x 3./4 in, at the net section {ice Fig. 7). %re ss
raisin!- js one punched semi-circular tmie (5/8 in, diam~ter) on edge of specimen. Specirm?n
was eccentrically ioaded. Wtomtor boIt was not used.

9-DB 292.7 44*9 -5 fit
(at failure) ~trcss

raiser ,
-10
at fw
sick

.. ..-.-–-–-–----- –. . . . . . ....- . ..-

,

.
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TABLE 2 CHECK ANALYSES CF STEEL PLATEMATERW

—

Material
Chemical Composition in Per Cent

Ni Al—
‘- Mn s Si cu Gr

(plate NO. ) c P

Heat NO.
..~”~

0.019 0.031 0.04 0.17 0.11 0.62 0.003

Steel E 0.20 0.33

( 16-L)
20279

0.0i9 0.030 0.01 O*13 0.12 0.19 0.003

Steel E 0.21 0.34

( 17-A)
20279

0.031 0.02 0.23 0.07 0.14 0.003

>immeci Stsei 0.18 0,42 0.013

I,ZIA]
15445 .~

-.—

{Standm-d .Ji3TM O. 505-in. dla.:p~cimens)
~-’”-’ -’

WXirnurn per Gsnt per Cent
Material Lower yield

Strength Strength Reduc tiOn Elongation
(Plate No. )

(ksi) (ksi) of Area in z-ill.
Heat No.
__.~ ~—

61.3 6!3.3 35, ;
steel E (L) 30.5

29.6 4d,7 56.3 35.2
(16- 1) (T)

20279

Steel E (L) 32.0

(T) 31.8{17-A)

45.0
54,4

56.7
53.7

35.8
31.0

20279

M*7 68.1 57.6 36.5
Rimmed Steel (L)

35.2 68,7 51.6” 31.2

{ZIAI (T)
16445 .___._——————

~“”~

(L) Average of two sp~eimans tak~n parallal to th~ d’.r~ction of rolling.
(T) Average of two spacimans tak~n trtinsverse to the direction of rolling.
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TABLE 4 SUMMARY OF IHWELOPMEli’T TESTS OF TWO FOOT WIDE PUIN PLATE SPECIMENS
..—

Specimen Strwl Insert InitiaI Average Stress Type of Theor. Average Remarks
Znsert Material Test L&i On Net Socticn Notch LmQact ‘femp.

No. (Plate No. ) No. (kips] {ked) and Energy ( F )
Wecige* {it-lb)

8.6
11.4
14.2
18.0’

A
A
A
A

675
1100
1320
2200

410
4jr)

700
700

700

70G

700

700

700
1200

8
2
2

-10

-lo
2

-9
26

28

26

28

24

6
0

No fracture

No fracture

No fracture
Complete fracture

No fracture
No fracture

No fracture
Short submerged

cracks to special
slots 1

2 3\4-in. subrrtemd— ~
crack

Z l/i3-in. submerged
crack

7/8-in. submerged
crack

Re-strike of the same
notch as Test 2;
slight ex[ension of
the submerged crack

No fracture
Cornple Le fracture

A-1 A-285
Firekmx
Grade C

135
180
225
284

212
250

223
241

241

247.5

255

252

247.5
247.5

14.0
16.5

A-1
A-1

E-1 E Steel
{16-1}

1
2

E-2 E Steel
(16-1;

1
2

14.0
15.0

B
c

15.0 c-13

E-3 1

2

3

15.0

17.0

18.0

G-2

c-2

c-2

.

(

E-3
{Bottom half
of original
SPeCim?rI E-3}

4
5

15.0
15.0

c-z
c-2

I

.,

*A descr~ptio~ of the types of wedges and no~c~es used CaII be found by referring to their key letter
at the end oi this. table.
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Test Specimen No. initial Average Stress Averagz Remarks

Ho. and DatR of load on Net Section I’emp.
To St (kips] {kzi} {F}

These tests were conducted on 2-ft wide specimens ofrimmsd steel in the 600, QOO-lb Riehlc
testing machirm. The brittle fractun? was initiated by tlm notch-wedge-impact meih~d with an Impati
of ilktlt 1200 ft-lb.

The test piece was an Insert (3/4- x 1S- x 24 in. ) welded to the 3/4-in. thick pull plates to
provide a test piece &ft wide x 6-ft long in glan dlmensicm {exclusive of the pull heads}.

The notch was l-in. long and consistpd of a slot four hacksaw blades wide PO. 141 in. ) for
the ftrst 7,~8 in., one Made wide rO.034 in. ) for the naz% 1!16 in., and ended with a jewe l.er’s saw-
cut (4.012 in.) 1/16 in. long.

1

z

3

4

5

6

E-18
8-11-55

ZIAI
9-9-55

ZIA2
9-13-55

Z1A3
9-22-55

(two Lests)

z } M

10-7--55

Z1A5
IG-13-55

- ....-.—. . . .

412.5 25.0

264.0 16. cI

231.0 14.0

264.0 16.0

268.0 17.0

297.0 18.0

297.0 18.0

....—.-. . . ...-.-...—..-. .,, ,..

,,

13

-1

c1

20

20

1

0

Complete fracture. Excelle n~ record.

Complete fracture. No instrumentation. ~

rhtd load-- 227.9 kips - subrnerg”~
4.5 in. long. No instrumentation.

Final Ioad--z62. o kips. Submerged

I in. 10WJ. No instrumentation.

Final load--266. O kiPs. Submerged

2 in. long. l~o instrumentation.

Compktt? fracture. F&cord good for the
part that exists.

Complete fracture. Record poor. lnstm-
mentaticm samo as Z1A4.

,..* -J —,---———
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T+E 5 (Continued)

T136t Specimen No. Initial Average Stress Average Remarks
Ho, and Date of Load on Net Ss3ction T~mp.

Test (kips] (ksi) (F)

7 Zlilb 297.0 18.0 1 Gomplete fracture. Good l~cord. Instru-
10-20-55” mentation same as Z1A4.

8 ZIA7 297.0 ,18.0 -3 Complete fracture. Retriggered record of
10-31-55 fair quality. Essentially another dupli-

cate of ZlA4.

9 ZIA8 297.0 18,0 -2 Complete fracture. Record lost with the
11-10-55 exception of one strain charme 1.

10 Z1A9 297.0 1s.0 -5 Complote fracture, Gocxf record. Instru-
11-17-55 m9ritt3tion same u ZIAR,

11
A

ZIAIO 297.0 18.0 -5 ComplctQ fracture. Rctr~ggered r~cord of ?
1l-~>55 fah quality. EssentLaUy another dupl~-

Cate Of ZIAH.

,,
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TABLE6 CRACK SPEEDS FROM DETECTORRECQRM

AU distances are measured along the crack path.
Speeds are rounded off to nearest 50 fps.

—.—.
etector Speed Detector Measured Time Speed

Measured Time
Jumber lnte~al (f~=j Number Dlst2nce Interval (fps)

Distance
Betweexi (~- sec. ) Betwe~z {P - sec. )

Detectors Detectors

(in. )
(in. )

~ ~.
_ ——

Test 1 {E-18) East s!..
(Silver-printed Detectors)

A
Z*Q 40

Z.16 50

c
3-9-J 35

!3
7.96 16!3

E

Test 1 (E: IS) West side

(Bismuth Wire 13et9ctcrs)

1,90 68

3.96 70
H

4.06 95
I

4,01 80

1

Test 6 (ZM5) ~as~ side
(Silver-printed Edectors)

‘A
2.48 73.0

:13,
3.57 97* 3

:C
3.46 103.2

D

E
4.97 121.7

4150

3600

3800

4000

2350

4700

3550

4200

2850

3050

2800

3400

1
\
L.-——--- -----.“— ,-~--.- -““

—e. -—.- -- .—. — . . . . . .

~+st 6 {ZIA5) W2:.:. side_~. .
(Bismuth Wire IletGctors)

F
2.36 33.2

G
3.s2 g5-4

H
3.53 94.1

I
4,95 108.3

J

Test 7 (ZL46) East side—.. - .-
(Siivsr-printed Eetwtors)

A“
2,45 160

B
3.58 140

c
3.50 110

D
4.95 70

E

Test 7 (ZIA6) West side
‘~ismuth Wire Detectors)

F
2.43 .180

G
3.55 110

H
3,54 110

I
4.93 ?0

J

..

., .,.- ..i ,,.,.:.. . :: ~- ,. .W .L-- , . . . . . . . ..- -.
-. ..+ . .+-:. - , -.

., . . ..- ,.. --’”. .,-

5906

3550

3150

3800

1300

2150

2650

5900

1150

2700

2700

4550

.’”

i.’
r.,.

!

1
1
1

-). . . . . . ... -..= .. —=- ~-----
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TABLE6 (Continued)

Measured Tim~
~me speed Detector

Speed
‘Detector Measured Number Distance Interval (fps)

Nulmber Distance Interval (fps)

(p- sec. )
Between (p -sec.)

Between Detectors
Detectors (in. )

(in. )

Test 8 (zw71 East side Test 10 LZlA9} Zast aide

(Silver-prlntcii Detectors)
(A-9 Detectors)

A
2.47 135.0

B
3.53 103.2

c
3.55 97.3

D
4.93 139.7

E

_ Test 3 (zlA7) west side
(Bismuth Wire Detectors)

F
z.48 97.5

G
3.47 87.5

H
3.65 107.5

I
4,89 137.7

j

s
,:,
.,,

i
i

..4 -“. - .~---. -,

,, .. .. .

.
,- . -...,--.! --- . . . .

A
1550

B
2850

c
3050

3.5

4.5

3.0

134.7

111.9

D
2950 4. 5 112.7

E

Test 11 (Z1A1O) East side
(A-9 Detectors)

A
2100 3.5 127

B
3300 4.5 134

c
2850

D
2950 4.5 100

E

2150

3350

4000

3350

2300

2800

2750

3750 “- “

~x”p-~,-.,,..ZJ,

. . .. —.-— — .-- —-—- ~. --—---- .-

. . . . . “.. —.,.. . ,-— —— “.- y-- --- -“----- ~ ,,, . , -., ,, .. .
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1

FIG. 16 EJ%Cmm E-3 (“mTTu4 HALF) - FRMmm Sum,iml

1-

FIG . 17 FRACTURESURFACEOF SU124EKI~ CRAMS
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FIG, 19 DETZGTOIlCOHSISTZHCYTEST Itl 20 KIP KUSE WiJUl10 DEVICE
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